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QUESTION 1

You are implementing Cloud Procurement contracts and during user acceptance testing, the user would like to create
clauses in the Cloud applications similar to what were available in their legacy Contract application. 

Identify two ways to create clauses as per their requirement. (Choose two.) 

A. Manage Contract Standard Clauses from Functional Setup Manager. 

B. Create Clauses from the Contracts workarea page. 

C. Manage Contract Standard Clauses, Templates, and Profiles from Functional Setup Manager. 

D. Import Clauses from the Contracts workarea page. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

A supplier sales representative wants to track and manage their agreements and have the ability to add and edit catalog
content for agreements online. 

Identify two duty roles that accomplish this requirement. (Choose two.) 

A. Purchase Document Analysis as Supplier Duty 

B. Purchase Agreement Changes as Supplier Duty 

C. Contract Terms Deliverables Management Duty 

D. Purchase Agreement Viewing as Supplier Duty 

E. Purchase Order Changes as Supplier Duty 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

After gathering requirements from the business leads of customer organization, you have set up the Bill-to location at
multiple places during Oracle Procurement Cloud implementation. Identify the source from which the purchase order
defaults the Bill-to location. 

A. from the `Configure Requisitioning business function\\' 

B. from the `Supplier site assignment\\' first and if it is `Null\\' then from `Common Payables and Procurement options\\' 

C. from the `Common Payables and Procurement options\\' first and if it is `Null\\' then from `Supplier site assignment\\' 

D. from the `Configure Procurement business function\\' 

E. from the Business Unit setup 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer is implementing Cloud Procurement across two countries: A and B. They need intercompany
transactions to be carried out between these two entities. 

Identify the setup to fulfill this requirement. 

A. intercompany transaction between business units of countries A and B 

B. Supply Chain financial Orchestration agreement between legal entities of countries A and B 

C. Supply Chain financial Orchestration agreement between business units of countries A and B 

D. intercompany transaction between legal entities of countries A and B 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization has initiated a campaign for energy conservation and wants all its suppliers to declare their carbon
emissions. The Qualification manager is asked to create an initiative to collect the information and the certificates from
suppliers. 

Identify the method to create a qualification area without any defined outcome for this requirement. 

A. Create questions, but do not select "Response required" and "Critical question". Create and add questions to a
qualification area. 

B. Create questions, but do not select "Response required". Create and add questions to a qualification area, but do not
select the "Information only" check box. 

C. Create questions. Create and add the questions to a qualification area and select the "Information only" check box. 

D. Create questions. Create and add the questions to a qualification area, but do not select the "Information only" check
box. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

During an Oracle Procurement Cloud implementation, you are going to implement Purchasing and Self Services
Procurement. Identify the configuration step that will ensure that the tasks related to the other Procurement Cloud
products like Supplier Portal Cloud are not available in Functional Setup Manager (FSM) during configuration. 

A. Enable only `Purchasing\\' and `Self Service Procurement\\' during Configure Offering. 

B. Enable `Procurement\\' pillar and do not assign the tasks to the implementation consultants in FSM. 

C. Enable all modules during Configure Offerings and disable the tasks related to unrelated modules in FSM. 
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D. Enable tasks related to Supplier Model during Configure Offering. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An automobile parts manufacturer has decided to implement only the Cloud Purchasing product from the Oracle
Procurement Cloud pillar. Which setup component will not be required for this implementation? 

A. Procurement Agents 

B. Procurement Business Function 

C. Document Styles 

D. Negotiation template 

E. Purchasing Line Types 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You want Supplier Accounts to be created by external supplier users in Supplier Portal. Which Supplier Registration
option would allow this? 

A. Discrete Supplier Registration 

B. External Supplier Registration 

C. Global Supplier Registration 

D. Internal Supplier Registration 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

In Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI), which subject area should you use to report on spend for
purchase orders and their associated requisitions? 

A. Procurement ?Procure to Pay Real Time 

B. Procurement ?Requisitions Real Time 

C. Procurement ?Purchasing Real Time 

D. Procurement ?Spend 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

During the implementation, your customer has a requirement for a given business until to enable "funds check" on
purchase orders. This requires that budgetary control be enabled. 

What configuration must you complete to enable budgetary control in that business unit? 

A. Enable budgetary control by selecting the ledger and business unit by using the task Manage Budgetary Control. 

B. Enable budgetary control in both the Configure Requisition Business Function and Configure Procurement Business
Function by selecting the business unit in scope. 

C. Enable budgetary control by selecting the business unit in scope using the task Configure Procurement Business
Function. 

D. Enable budgetary control by selecting the business unit in scope using the task Configure Procurement and Payables
Options. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify two profile options that are required to configure Punchout Catalogs in Self Service Procurement. (Choose two.) 

A. PO_DOC_BUILDER_DEFAULT_DOC_TYPE 

B. PORT_DISPLAY_EMBEDDED_ANALYTICS 

C. PO_DEFAULT_PRC_BU 

D. POR_PROXY_SERVER_NAME 

E. POR_PROXY_SERVER_PORT 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 12

What two setups are required to implement and enable abstracts with negotiations? (Choose two.) 

A. Create the configure negotiation Abstract Listing page 

B. Create a negotiation style that supports abstracts 

C. Create the negotiation controls to support abstracts 

D. Enable the suppliers to view the Abstract Listing page 

E. Create the abstract controls for the negotiation 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 13

Your client\\'s business requires that only requester A is provided access to the punchout catalog and not requester B. 

Identify the configuration to achieve this. 

A. Set the punchout catalog security in the punchout catalog definition page to "Secured by worker" with the value
"Requester A" and no setup for requester B. 

B. Set the punchout catalog-associated content zone security to "Secured by worker" with the value "Requester A" and
no setup for requester B. 

C. Assign the "advance procurement requester" role to requester A and the "procurement requester" role to requester
B. 

D. Assign the "punchout catalog request" role to procurement requester A and "procurement requester" role to
requester B. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

During Cloud procurement implementation, your customer has a requirement to ensure that all purchasing document
must go through budgetary control and the purchasing transaction must be stopped from processing if the funds are
unavailable. 

Identify the configuration required to achieve this requirement. 

A. The budget must be set up with control level as Advisory. 

B. The budget must be set up with control level as Absolute. 

C. The budget must be set up with control level as Track. 

D. Select the "enforce budget" check box under the Configure Procurement Business Function. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Five requisition lines of a single requisition document are available to process on to purchase order. But the buyer
returned one requisition line to the requester for quantity modification. 

What will be the effect of this action on the remaining four requisition lines? 

A. They will get canceled. 

B. They will be available to process on to purchase order. 

C. They will be put on hold until the requester resubmits the returned line with the correct quantity. 
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D. They will also get returned to the requester. 

E. They will be in the "withdrawn" status. 

Correct Answer: C 
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